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Schuckhitches.com is YourComplete Source for Advanced Cushion Hitches &
Hitch Accessories for All Load Ranges

Schuckhitches.com is your complete source for advanced cushion hitches & hitch accessories
for all load ranges. With competitive pricing and a variety of models to choose from, our
patented cushion hitches are great for agricultural, commercial or recreational towing. The
unique design of our cushion hitches is built for years of service and is virtually maintenance
free!

(PRWEB) January 29, 2005 -- Schuckhitches.com is your complete source for advanced cushion hitches &
hitch accessories for all load ranges. With competitive pricing and a variety of models to choose from, our
patented cushion hitches are great for agricultural, commercial or recreational towing. The unique design of our
cushion hitches is built for years of service and is virtually maintenance free!

The Cushion Hitch Advantage!
Spring loaded hitches, unlike cushion hitches, are built to a pre-determined load. When that load is insufficient
or exceeded, the spring does not function properly. They either do not work at all, or they bottom out. In the
initial stages of compression, Schuck Cushion Hitches will cushion the lightest of loads, yet in the final stages
of compression will feather our loads in excess of 600 bushels, or 40,000 lbs.

Schuck Cushion Hitches are engineered to absorb minor or major tongue thrust shocks from towing loads off
road or on the highway. The innovative design of each hitch contains injection-molded urethane cushions to
absorb end thrust shock and high density polyethane bearings to increase tongue loads. There is no metal-to-
metal contact, which translates into a smoother and quieter ride. This unique design is built for years of service,
and is virtually maintenance-free. It's what truck and utility vehicle drivers want!

Swivel Cushion Hitch
Save time and effort by eliminating the frustrating job of backing into an exact position for hookup. Our
telescoping swivel cushion tongue extends out a full seven inches beyond the "tow" position and swivels 60
degrees laterally (or 12" left to right) for fast, easy hook-ups. When the towing member is hooked-up, simply
back up the tow vehicle to engage the self-adjusting cam latch. That's all there is to it. The positive cam latch
system is rattle-free, and provides secure automatic latching.

Repair/Rebuild Kits
Tomaintain the superior quality of Schuck Cushion Hitches, the urethane cushions and polyethane bearings
may need to be replaced after an 8 to 10 year period of use. Schuck offers a complete line of rebuild kits to
extend the life of your hitch. All components in our cushion hitches are easily accessible and replaceable.
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Daniel Schuck
Schuck Metal Fabrication and Design Inc
http://www.schuckhitches.com
419-586-1054

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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